Detecting circulating tumor cells (CTCs) has proven valuable for evaluating the prognosis of cancer patients and for studying the mechanisms of treatment resistance. Owing to the lack of universal and specific tumor markers for neuroblastoma (NB), in this prospective study, we adopted an EpCAM-independent method to detect CTCs in the peripheral blood of NB patients. We used an EpCAM-independent assay to delete leukocytes and to enrich the CTCs. CTCs were identified by immunostaining of CD45, DAPI and DNA fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) of the centromere of chromosome 8 probe (CEP8). Cells that were DAPI+/CD45-/CEP8 ≥ 3 were considered CTCs. We collected peripheral blood from 28 NB patients as well as clinical and follow-up data. The number of CTCs among the different risk groups were significantly different (p = .0208, Kruskal-Wallis test). Patients with metastasis had more CTCs than those without metastasis (p b .0001, Mann-Whitney test). Patients with ≥3 CTCs per 4 ml of peripheral blood had an increased likelihood of having metastasis (sensitivity, 88.89%; specificity, 78.59%), and patients with ≥10 CTCs per 4 ml of peripheral blood had poorer overall survival. The EpCAM-independent assay along with immunostaining-FISH (i-FISH) described here can detect CTCs in patients with NB at a high sensitivity and may have clinical value for prognosis evaluation and diagnosing metastasis when imaging data are ambiguous.
Introduction
Neuroblastoma (NB) is one of the most common extracranial malignancies in children, with an incidence of 10.5 per million children younger than 14 years old. NB accounts for approximately 12-15% of all pediatric cancer-related deaths [1] . Given advances in molecular biology and individual treatment strategies, the 5-year overall survival (OS) rates of low-and intermediate-risk patients exceed 90%, although the OS of high-risk patients remains poor [2] . Fifty percent of NB patients present with metastasis at the initial diagnosis. To evaluate disease stage, the effects of treatment and prognosis, most medical centers have adopted meta-iodobenzylguanidine (MIBG) scanning, fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) scanning, standard computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to detect primary and metastatic lesions [3] . However, many children's medical centers around the world, including those in Mainland China, are not equipped with the appropriate instrumentation required to perform MIBG or PET scans. Repeated conventional enhanced CT or MRI scans are used. However, CT scans expose children to radiation, and MRI scans are sometimes unable to detect small primary lesions and metastases.
Circulating tumor cells (CTCs), which originate from the primary tumor, spread into the bloodstream and become the source of metastasis, contributing to disease progression and relapse [4] . Among the methods used to detect different types of CTCs, the standard EpCAM-based enrichment method can specifically detect CTCs in patients with epithelial cancers. A universal and specific cell-surface marker for NB cells is currently unavailable [5] . Therefore, we used an epithelial marker-independent enrichment method combined with immunostaining-fluorescence in situ hybridization (i-FISH) to detect CTCs from NB patients. This EpCAMindependent method has been described by Zhang et al. [6] in a study that quantified CTCs from patients with osteosarcoma, a mesenchymal tumor type that does not express epithelial markers. This method has also been used in the detection of CTCs in gastric [7] , pancreatic [8] and lung cancer [9] . This method utilizes of the characterization of centromere of chromosome 8 probe (CEP8) to detect CTCs with hyperdiploidy of chromosome 8.
In pediatric cancers, the gain of chromosome 8 has also been reported in adrenocortical carcinoma and osteosarcoma [10] . NB is heterogeneous, and the most commonly reported observations of the variations of chromosome aberrations in NB include 6p22 in sporadic neuroblastoma, MYCN amplification (2p), 1p deletion, 11q deletion and unbalanced translocations of chromosome 17 [11] . One study has reported the gain of chromosome 8 in eight NB patients with stage IV disease and without MYCN amplification [12] . Because hyperdiploidy of chromosome 8 is widely observed in numerous cancer types, and CTC detection techniques based on FISH of CEP8 are common and fully developed, we conducted a prospective study to detect CTCs in NB patients by using CEP8 FISH to evaluate the clinical value of this method in NB.
Methods

Patients and samples
Children with a pathological diagnosis of NB who had not received any treatment were enrolled in the study between April 2015 and September 2016 at the Oncology Department of the Children's Hospital of Fudan University. We collected 4 ml of peripheral venous blood from each patient on the first day of hospitalization, and we stored the samples in acid citrate dextrose anticoagulant tubes (Becton Dickinson, NJ, USA). Blood samples were processed within 48 h of collection.
All patients received treatment according to the Children's Oncology Group (COG) NB risk classification. For high-risk NB patients, the treatment consists of induction chemotherapy, surgery, localized control, consolidation and maintenance therapy. For low-risk patients, surgery is typically curative, and chemotherapy is reserved for those with lifeor organ-threatening situations. For intermediate-risk patients, treatment includes surgery and chemotherapy. The chemotherapy course depends on the biological features of the tumor, such as the pathological features and MYCN gene status. Patients with favorable features receive four cycles of chemotherapy, whereas those with unfavorable features require eight cycles.
We collected clinical data such as sex, age, disease stage (International Neuroblastoma Staging System (INSS stage)), metastatic sites, COG-risk classification, MYCN status, neuron-specific enolase (NSE) levels and 24-h urinary vanillymandelic acid (VMA) levels ( Table 1) . The Ethics Committee of the Children's Hospital of Fudan University approved this study, which was performed according to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Research in context
Evidence before this study There were many studies on the CTC detection for cancer patients and CTC was proved valuable in disease surveillance, prognosis evaluation and heterogeneity study. We searched the Pubmed database and CNKI (Chinese database) we could only find few liquid biopsy for our young cancer patients. Most of the studies were about the cfDNA, mRNA and minimal residual diseases published mainly on the journal: Cancer Research, Clinical Cancer Research and Oncotarget. Articles published on the Cell about the CTC detection of breast cancer provided a potential biomarker for clinical evaluation and the CTC detected could be used for further study. We also wanted to detect the CTC from our neuroblastoma patients. For the lack of universal cell surface maker of neuroblastoma cells, we adopted the method according to the paper published on the J EXP CLIN CANC RES to detect the CTC for our young patients. The paper we researched mainly from 2002-20018, for the studies on the liquid biopsy for neuroblastoma developed slowly. The searched terms were as follow: 'neuroblastoma' AND 'liquid biopsy'; 'children' AND 'liquid biopsy'; or 'CTC'
Added value of this study
It was firstly used the EpCAM-independent enrichment method combined with i-FISH method to detect CTCs in patients with NB. We found that CTC counts significantly correlated with prognosis. EpCAM-independent enrichment combined with i-FISH platform had high sensitivity for detection of CTCs in patients with NB patients.
Implications of all the available evidence 1. Many children's medical centers around the world, such as in Mainland China, are not equipped with the appropriate instrumentation required to perform MIBG or PET scans. Repeated conventional enhanced CT scan makes children exposed to radiation and MRI sometimes are unable to detect small primary lesions and metastasis. The cutoff value indicating the possible presence of metastasis was 3 CTCs per 4 ml of peripheral blood, which might help physicians verify whether a patient has metastatic disease when image examination is ambiguous. 2. Moreover, this study shows that the number of CTCs significantly correlated with overall survival. Thus, the method adopted in the study could provide a new method for evaluation of the prognosis. 
CTC enrichment and identification
First, CTC enrichment was performed according to the instructions of the Cytelligen CTC Enrichment Kit (Cytelligen, San Diego, CA, USA). Blood samples were centrifuged, and the supernatant above the red blood cell layer was discarded. The remainder of the sample was mixed with 3 ml hCTC Separation Matrix and centrifuged. The white buffy was collected and mixed with 100 μl of immunomagnetic particles coated with anti-CD45 monoclonal antibodies. After being shaken, the mixture was subjected to magnetic separation. The bead-free solution was collected and washed, and the resulting cell pellet was mixed with 100 μl of fixative and used to coat CTC slides. The slides were dried at room temperature. CTC identification was performed according to the Human Tumor Cell Identification Kit (Cytelligen, USA). A mixture of 20 μl of pepsin and 180 μl of 1% formaldehyde was added to the slides, which were then washed twice and dehydrated in a series of increasing ethanol concentrations (70%, 80%, and 100%). A Centromere Probe (CEP 8) Spectrum Orange (Vysis, Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL, USA) was added to the slides, denatured at 73°C for 10 min and hybridized at 37°C for 4 h. The slides were incubated at room temperature for 1.5 h in the dark with antibody preparation solution, which contained the anti-CD45 antibody. After being washed twice, 5 μl of mounting medium containing 4′, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, Vector Laboratories, CA, USA) was added, and the samples were subjected to fluorescence microscopy.
FISH study of chromosome abnormalities in tumor tissue
A series of 5-μm tumor tissue sections was prepared from each patients before chemotherapy. One section was stained with H&E in order to define FISH areas. Section was deparaffinized by dimethylbenzene, dehydrated in 100% ethanol, and air dried. And the section was soaked in pretreatment reagent for 20 min at 80°C and in distilled water 3 minus. The slides were digested in Pepsin solution at 37°C for 15 min and were soaked in distilled water and air dried. The slides were dehydrated in 70%, 85% and 100% ethanol. The 10 μL CEP8 Spectrumorange DNA Probe (Abbott, USA) was applied to the target area on the slide. Slides were denatured at 75°C for 5 min and hybridized at 37°C for 16 h. The slides were immersed in posthybridization wash buffer at 72°C for 2 min, dehydrated with ethanol, and air dried in the dark. DAPI I solution (10 μL; Abbott) was then applied to the hybridized area at −20°C for 30 min.
The hybridization signal was counted for each single cells in a view with a 100× oil immersion objective (Olympus, Japan) and we count 50 cells for each case. According to CEP8 Spectrumorange DNA Probe kit (Abbott, USA), cells in one case with N2.2% tri-signaled nuclei were considered to have abnormal trisomy 8 clones. The counting criteria of positive FISH spots was as following: cells without high background signals had clearly FISH signals, and the FISH signals were homogeneous light and size. Besides, cells boundary were clear under the microscope. Only those cells that met the above criteria were counted (Supplementary Fig. 1 ; https://www.molecular.abbott/ int/zh/vysis-fish-knowledge-center/enumeration-guidelines).
Data and statistical analysis
Data not normally distributed are described by the median, 25th and 75th percentile. To compare the amounts of CTCs among the different clinical groups, Mann-Whitney, Wilcoxon, and Kruskal-Wallis tests were used. Pairwise comparisons among groups was done with Dunn's multiple comparisons test. Correlation analyses were performed using Spearman's test. Kaplan-Meier analysis and log-rank test were used to compare OS. Univariate and multivariate logistic and Cox regression analyses were performed to identify independent risk factors associated with metastasis and OS. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used to analyze the predictive value of CTCs for metastasis and OS. All statistical tests were performed in Stata 13.0 and were two sided. P values b.05 were considered statistically significant.
Results
Identification of CTCs in NB patients
CTCs were defined as hyperdiploid cells without detectable CD45 expression. Specifically, the CTCs in this study were defined as CD45-/ DAPI+/CEP8 ≥ 3 spots. A total of 374 CTCs in 28 NB blood samples were detected. A CTC cluster was defined as having more than two adhered CTCs. During counting, cells within a cluster were not included in the analysis. We found only one CTC cluster from a COG-defined highrisk patient with distant lymph node metastasis (Fig. 1) . Fig. 1 . Identification of CTCs and CTC clusters from NB patients. a1, b1) Nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue fluorescence). a2, b2) Chromatin was stained with CEP8 (orange fluorescence). a3, b3) White blood cells (WBC) were stained with antibody to CD45 (red circle around the cell surface). a4) Identification of a CTC (DAPI+/CD45-/CEP8 ≥ 3 pots), and identification of WBCs (DAPI+/CD45+/CEP8 = 2 spots). b4) CTC cluster, defined as more than two CTCs adhered together. (Scale bar = 10 μm).
CTC detected across COG risk classification groups
According to the COG risk classification scheme, there were 12 high-, 6 intermediate-, and 10 low-risk patients included in the study. A Kruskal-Wallis test revealed that the difference in the amounts of CTCs these three groups was statistically significant (p = .0208, Fig. 2a ). In addition, pair-wise comparisons using Dunn's multiple comparisons test showed a significant difference between the amounts of CTCs in only the high-risk and the low-risk groups (mean rank difference = 8.583).
Correlations among CTCs, VMA levels, NSE levels and MYCN amplification
We collected 24 h urine VMA test samples from 15 of the 28 patients. The Spearman test revealed no statistically-significant correlation between VMA levels and the amount of CTCs (p = .16). All 28 patients had NSE test samples collected at the initial diagnosis. There was a positive correlation between the amount of CTCs and NSE levels (p =
CTCs and metastasis
Only nine patients had distant metastases according to CT or MRI scans, whole-body nuclear bone scans and bone marrow aspirations performed at the initial diagnosis. The median CTC count for patients with metastases was 46 (6.5, 7.5), whereas the median CTC count for patients without metastases was 0 (0, 2.0). There was a significant difference between the number of CTCs between these two groups (p b .0001, Mann-Whitney test) (Fig. 2b) .
To evaluate the ability of CTC detection to discriminate between patients with and without metastases, ROC curves were utilized. The area under the ROC curve was 0.93 (95% CI (0.838, 1.00)) (Fig. 2c) . We defined cutoff value as three CTCs per 4 ml of blood on the basis of the greatest sensitivity (88.85%) and specificity (78.59%). To further validate our cutoff value (≥3 CTCs/4 ml blood), CTC enumeration, NSE levels and age were included in a univariate logistic regression analysis to evaluate the association with metastasis. Only the variables that were significantly associated with metastasis were subjected to a multivariate logistic regression analysis. The univariate logistic regression results showed that CTC and NSE levels were associated with metastasis. However, further multivariate logistic regression analysis showed that the cutoff value for CTCs was not an independent risk factor ( Table 2) . 
CTCs and OS
The median follow-up time for the patients was 14.5 (12, 16) months. Therefore, we set the death within the 16 months after initial diagnosis as the outcome event, and the amount of CTC as the variable to identify the cutoff value to predict prognosis. An ROC curve was constructed, and the area under the ROC curve was 0.81 (95% CI (0.57, 1.00)). The cutoff value for this analysis was identified to be 10 CTCs per 4 ml of peripheral blood, on the basis of the greatest sensitivity (66.67%) and specificity (90.91%). Patients were categorized according to whether the CTC levels measured in their blood were greater or less than the cutoff value. A log-rank test was used to compare OS KaplanMeier curves between the two groups, and the results showed that the OS curves were significantly different (p = .0242, (Fig. 2d). ). Specifically, the 16-month OS rate for patients with ≥10 CTCs/4 ml of peripheral blood and for patients with b10 CTCs/4 ml of peripheral blood was 37.5% and 89.4%, respectively. CTC enumeration (≥ or b 10 CTCs/4 ml blood), NSE levels, INSS stage and age were included in a univariate Cox proportion hazards regression analysis to evaluate the association with OS. Only the variables that were significantly associated with metastasis were included in a multivariate Cox regression analysis. The univariate Cox regression results showed that CTC enumeration, NSE levels and INSS stage were associated with OS, and the three variables interacted with one and other (p = .005). A multivariate Cox regression analysis showed that the cutoff value for CTCs was not an independent risk factor ( Table 2 ).
CTC and treatment effect
The 28 patients were divided into groups according to treatment response (complete regression (CR), partial regression (PR) and progressive disease (PD)). The median CTC numbers per 4 ml of blood were 0 (0, 4) for CR, 54 (46, 77) for PR and 20 (0.25, 55.5) for PD. The Kruskal-Wallis test revealed that the differences in the number of CTCs between the three groups were statistically significant (p = .013). Furthermore, pairwise comparisons with Dunn's multiple comparisons test revealed that only the number of CTCs in the CR and PR groups were significantly different (mean difference = −12.28) (Fig. 2e) .
FISH of chromosome 8 in tumor tissue
Based on the result of CTC enumeration, we choose four patients' paraffin-embedded NB tissue in order to study the chromosome 8 abnormalities. Two patients were classified as COG high-risk and had distant metastases, and they had 61 and 54 CTCs/4 ml of blood. The remaining two patients who were categorized as COG low-and intermediate-risk did not have distant metastases or CTCs in their blood samples. In the tumor section of the two COG high-risk patients, we could find 20/50 (40%) and 7/50 (14%) chromosome 8 hyperdiploid cells (Fig. 3a-b) . According to the instruction of the CEP8, N2.2% trisignaled nuclei are considered as an abnormal trisomy 8 clone for clinical specimen. So these two patients' tumor tissues were considered as abnormal trisomy 8. But there was no chromosome 8 hyperdiploid cells in a view of the rest two patients' tumor tissue section (Fig. 3c-d ).
Discussion
Numerous studies have provided evidence supporting the clinical use of CTC measurements to monitor treatment response and for evaluating the prognosis of breast, pancreatic and lung cancer patients [4, 13, 14] . Most of the methods published rely on cancer cell EpCAM expression. However, to our knowledge, there is not a specific or universal antigen marker expressed by NB cells, because even the expression of GD-2 on NB cells varies between studies. Consequently, the EpCAMdependent CTC identification method cannot be used to detect CTCs in NB patients.
Although hyperdiploidy of chromosome 8 is common in adult cancers, it has been rarely reported in NB. To evaluate hyperdiploidy in NB tumor tissue, we performed FISH of the CEP8 probe in tumor sections from four patients. It reveal that patients with more CTCs had trisomy chromosome 8 in tumor tissue. We speculate that NB tumors with abnormal trisomy chromosome 8 clones might correlate with advanced disease stage, and patients may be more likely to have metastases. Patients without trisomy chromosome 8 clones may have a lower-risk disease. We were unable to detect CTCs in the peripheral blood on the basis of CEP8 FISH in these patients.
Studies of liquid biopsies from NB patients have mainly focused on circulating free DNA (cfDNA). Previous studies have reported that cfDNA reflects the ALK and MYCN gene status of the primary tumor [15, 16] . Studies have also demonstrated the feasibility of copy number profiling of cfDNA in NB patients [17] and have revealed that cfDNA can serve as a surrogate for primary tumor genomic profiles, a useful measure when primary tumor tissue samples are unavailable. However, studies have not explored the relationship between cfDNA and clinical data such as prognosis. The total level of circulating miRNAs detected in the peripheral blood in mouse models with a high risk of NB development is higher than those from low-risk groups [18] , thus suggesting that circulating miRNAs might potentially be used as a prognostic biomarker. cfDNA and circulating miRNAs are released from necrotic and apoptotic tumor cells. The biological characterization of CTCs from NB patients may provide more information on the biological mechanisms of metastasis and resistance to therapy. Moreover, CTCs can be transplanted in vivo and cultured in vitro to aid in identification of the mechanisms of drug resistance and metastasis [19, 20] .
In the present study, the amounts of CTCs in the peripheral blood of NB patients differed significantly among the different COG risk groups. Further analysis revealed that the number of CTCs in the high-and low-risk groups were significantly different. However, the number of CTCs in the high-and intermediate-risk groups were not significantly different, a result that might be explained by the small sample size.
An increase in NSE levels suggests disease progression [21, 22] . We found a positive correlation between NSE levels and the number of CTCs in NB patients, thus suggesting that CTCs are associated with disease stage. However, we did not find a significant difference in the number of CTCs between patients with and without MYCN amplifications.
The primary methods used in the clinic to identify metastatic lesions involve CT, MRI and MIBG scans. However, these methodologies are often very cumbersome and ultimately exposes patients to radiation.
CTCs have been associated with metastasis [4] . In the present study, patients with metastases had a greater number of CTCs in their peripheral blood than did subjects without metastases (p b .0001). The area under the ROC curve was 0.93, and we determined that three or more CTCs per 4 ml of peripheral blood was a highly sensitive and specific cutoff value. NB patients with three or more CTCs per 4 ml of peripheral blood were therefore considered to have a high likelihood of distant metastases, thus suggesting that when the CT or MRI does not determine whether a lesion is metastasis or just normal tissue, the detection of CTCs may therefore help predict metastases.
We defined a CTC cutoff based on the ROC curve (10 CTCs per 4 ml of peripheral blood) to evaluate prognosis in this study. We found that the OS of those with CTC values above the cutoff was shorter. These results support the conclusion that a patient with a high number of CTCs may have an adverse prognosis and may require aggressive evaluation and therapy. However, the specific CTC cutoff value for prognosis in the peripheral blood of patients with the same tumor type probably differs depending on the method of detection.
Although the multivariate logistic and Cox regression analysis demonstrated that the CTC cutoff values were not an independent risk factor for metastasis and OS. In the present study, the number of CTCs was significantly correlated with NSE levels and INSS stage, and because the sample size was small, this correlation was shared with clinical outcome in a multivariate analyses and typically was not seen as an independent risk factor.
Furthermore, we found a significant difference in the numbers of CTCs among the different treatment response groups (p = .013, Kruskal-Wallis test). Although the median number of CTCs in the PD group was less than that of the PR group, this difference was not statistically significant. The CTC values used for the comparison among CR, PR and PD patients were those determined at their first hospitalization, thus suggesting that dynamic detection of CTC is preferable to evaluate treatment effects.
The EpCAM-independent CTC detection method used in this study has been used to detect CTCs in patients with many different cancer types [23] . Ramirez et al. have used an EpCAM-independent method combined with cytokeratin-19 protein staining to detect CTCs with secretion function. The blood sample volumes were 7.5 ml, and 59% of the metastatic breast cancer patients in the study had detectable CTCs [24] . Density gradient centrifugation has also been used in several studies, in which the blood sample volumes were between 10 and 20 ml, and the recovery rates were 70-90% [25, 26] . Janice Lu et al. have used a collagen adhesion matrix assay to detect CTCs in breast cancer patients. This assay was able to detect CTCs from 5 to 20 ml of blood from all 10 patients with metastasis, with an average of 126 CTCs/ml per patient [27] . In the present study, we used a protocol requiring only 4 ml of peripheral blood, instead of 7 ml or more, which was better for our young patients. According to our previous retrieval experiments, the numbers of CTCs ranged from eight to 236 CTCs per 4 ml of peripheral blood, and the retrieval rate was maintained at 70.6-83.1%. We detected 374 CTCs in total from our cohort of 28 patients, and the average number of CTCs detected in patients with distant metastases was 38 CTCs/4 ml of blood. All patients with metastases had detectable CTCs. Fig. 3 . FISH of CEP8 from NB tumor tissue. a and b were the two COG high-risk patients with metastasis. c and d were the two patients without distant metastases. a1, b1, c1, d1) HE stain of the area of tumor tissue performing FISH study. a2, b2, c2, d2) the DAPI stain. a3, b3, c3, d3) the FISH of centromeric probe of chromosome 8 (CEP8 probe). a4, b4, c4, d4) the merge images. In a4 and b4, the cells in red circle were hyperdiploidy cells, and in c4 and d4 were the diploid cells.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to use an EpCAMindependent enrichment method combined with FISH to detect CTCs in NB patients. We found that CTC counts significantly correlated with prognosis. However, there are several limitations to this study. First, the sample size was too small to accurately evaluate the diagnostic value of CTC counts. We did not have follow-up information for children, thus resulting in the lack of dynamic monitoring of CTC counts during each cycle of chemotherapy. In future studies, we will enroll higher numbers of patients and obtain sufficient follow-up information to verify our present conclusions and provide a basis to promote the use of CTC detection in NB patients.
The EpCAM-independent enrichment method combined with immunostaining-FISH used in this study had a high sensitivity for CTC detection in NB patients. The cutoff value indicating potential metastasis was three CTCs per 4 ml of peripheral blood. This cutoff value may help physicians verify a patient's risk for metastatic disease when imaging results are ambiguous. Moreover, this study demonstrates that the number of CTCs is significantly correlated with OS. Thus, the method used in this study may provide a novel prognostic approach.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi. org/10.1016/j.ebiom.2018.08.005.
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